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[The following is from bounty-land records in the Library of Virginia.]

I do hereby certify that Benjamin Casey Decd was a Lieut. in Cap. Stephen Ashbys [Stephen Ashby BLWt2420-300] Comp’y on the Western waters in the year 1776 and that, that comp’y was considered as one of the company’s of the Twelfth Reg’t commanded by Colonel James Wood: that he was promoted to a Captaincy in said Regiment the first day of September 1777 and that he continued as such until his death, which happened the fourteenth day of April 1779. Certified this 2d May 1783.

Jona. Clark [Jonathan Clark VAS2169]
Lt. Col.

NOTE: According to E. M. Sanchez-Saavedra, *A Guide to Virginia Military Organizations in the American Revolution*, the company of Stephen Ashby and Benjamin Casey was from Hampshire County.